On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 11:46 AM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Since 1/29 when I asked Apollo Scott to stop trespassing on my property, he and his sociopathic parents
(Tania/James Scott) and ex-con/unhinged friends (Reuben Sanchez/Danielle Brocker) have conducted a relentless
campaign of harassment/stalking, trespassing, and Godfatheresque violence and threats, on almost a daily basis.
Because WCSO refuses to protect and serve or document and do even basic, cursory investigations of these
incidents – even clear-cut assault and laughably bogus alibis – their behavior escalates daily in evermore brazen
harassment/stalking and assaults. (See photos/transcript below of Brocker's 8/2 harassment/stalking and
assault that got both her and Reuben Sanchez formally trespassed from my property, in a rare and incredibly
impressive instance of WCSO actually doing their jobs. I am in your debt, Deputy Heinrich.)
I have over 700 videos/photos of this behavior, going back to 5/21 when I installed game cams to capture their
almost daily harassment/stalking, including often stopping on the road to yell and swear at me (i.e., "You get your
ass back here. Hey, you get your ass back here" and [to my neighbor standing next to me] "She's a freak. I don't
know why anyone would fucking come here") and taunt me with all the things WCSO has supported, condoned,
and encouraged them to do for over 8 months.
Today was no different. As I was double-checking for more of the over 900 roofing nails they've thrown onto my
driveway between 9/9 (first hearing for AHPO/ASPO petition on Apollo Scott) and 9/23 (last hearing for
AHPO/ASPO petition on Apollo Scott), Danielle Brocker once again harassed/stalked me, in her inimitably
unhinged way.

10/4/21 9:07 a.m.
Danielle Brocker drove up Crest
Lane, brought her car to a full
stop, a short distance from where
I was checking for more roofing
nails, and yelled in a taunting
voice, "I can still drive by your
house, you know."
She then drove up the road a
short distance, stopped, exited
her car, and continued yelling at
me, "I'm allowed to drive by this
house, right?"

